
Aluminum's  Champion Trading Team
It’s more than a hot streak, it’s a winning tradition. 
2023 marks 30 years of hard work, leading the 
industry in assists, and creative play calling. Recycling 
with Kripke is a slam dunk assured to make the 
highlight reel. Pass Kripke the ball and see how their 
teamwork makes the dream work. 419.539.2115 |   kripke.com

INSIDE  
THE KEY:
• Antitrust Alley-oop
• Tournament Rules
• Conduct on the Court

2023



1.  WHO’S THROWING THE PARTY? When you were 15, your momma 
wouldn’t let you go to a party unless the right group sponsored it (like 
a church or school, or somebody’s parents).You couldn’t just say 
“Momma, a few couples are getting together in the woods.” Same 
deal here; your momma was right. Don’t go to any meetings unless 
there is a clear and proper sponsor and it is the right kind of officially 
recognized body that is properly constituted, broadly-based, and well-
run. Otherwise, you may get in more trouble than you can handle.

2.  ’WHAT’S UP?’ Your momma wanted to know “what kind of party is 
it?” She was right; there is a difference between drinking and skating, 
and she wanted to know what was going on. Same deal here. What is 
going on? If they don’t send you a written agenda in advance, you really 
shouldn’t go.(It is not an “agenda” if all it says is “(1)old business, (2) 
new business, (3)other,” or anything like that.)

3.  CHAPERONES. When you were 15, your momma wouldn’t let you go 
unless a chaperone was going. A lawyer is kind of like a chaperone; 
they tend to spot any developing troublemakers and throw them out of 
the party. If no lawyer is going to be there to chaperone, it is a sign the 
party might get too wild, and maybe you shouldn’t go.

4.  STAY OUT OF THE BUSHES. Your momma knew that if you left the 
party, you were more likely to get in trouble. She was right. Don’t 
go to “rump sessions” before, during or after meetings; the natural 
human temptation is to talk business there, and your business is best 
discussed openly in the proper forum. It is okay to have lunch with a 
friend or two, but don’t let it turn into a “rump session” (hard to define, 
but we all know it when we see it; so see it before it is too late).

5.  NO SELECT GROUPS. Remember how it hurt your feelings when some 
people got invited to the party but you didn’t? Same deal here. If they 
don’t invite the whole class, don’t go. Especially don’t go if they call it 
something stupid like “let’s get the big three together.” That kind of talk 
will just get you in trouble; don’t go.

6.  DON’T GET TAKEN IN BY SWEET WORDS. Your momma told you they 
would talk sweet to you; don’t get taken in. She was right. It would be 
simple if you could spot antitrust trouble just by seeing an evil-looking 
guy in a cloak and silk hat and a waxed mustache who whispered “Pst! 
Let’s conspire!” They don’t do that. People sometimes unknowingly fall 
into conspiracies, pulled in by other nice-seeming people who say “let’s 
get on the same wave length,” or “let’s sort it out before the meeting,” 

3.0 BUSINESS CONDUCT
3.1 Business Practices 

Members are committed to conducting business honestly, ensuring 
that their weighing and buying practices are fair and accurate, and 
ensuring that materials shipped conform to agreed-upon contract 
specifications. In addition, Members are encouraged to consider 
further measures to continually assess and improve their business 
practices, such as by participating in ISRI-sponsored programs or 
attending other business training and certification programs.

3.2 Safety 
Members are committed to providing a safe and healthy workplace for 
their employees and the public.  In addition, Members are encouraged 
to consider further measures to continually assess and improve safety 
practices in their workplace, such as by participating in ISRI’s Scrap 
Safety Blueprint Action Plan or similar safety training and certification 
programs.

3.3 Materials Theft 
Members are committed to cooperating with local, state, and federal 
law enforcement to identify, report, and prevent materials theft. In 
addition, Members are encouraged to consider further measures 
to train employees on how to identify suspicious transactions, how 
to respond when stolen or suspicious materials are offered for sale, 
and how to utilize metals theft notification programs, such as ISRI’s 
Metals Theft Alert System and similar local or regional materials theft 
notification programs.

3.4 Compliance with Applicable Laws 
Members are committed to complying with all local, state, and federals 
laws and regulations applicable to their businesses and facilities. In 
addition, Members are encouraged to consider further measures to 
continually assess and improve their practices to ensure compliance 
with applicable laws and regulations, such as by participating in 
ISRI-sponsored programs or similar programs addressing laws and 
regulations relating to the scrap recycling industry.

3.5 Further Measures 
In addition to these standards, Members are encouraged to consider 
further measures to manage quality, environmental, and health and 
safety issues in their operations, such as by adopting ISRI’s Recycling 
Industry Operating Standard (RIOS) or similar ISO standards and 
certification programs.

or “let’s get our story straight.” If they whisper to you like that, they are 
the Devil. Don’t be tempted. Don’t go. It can only get you in trouble. 
Your “story” is open and honorable and firmly-based on correct data, 
and your story is already “straight”. The only time you need to be on the 
“same wavelength” as anybody else is when you both tune in to the 
religious channel on your separate radios.

7.  DON’T LET THEM SPIKE THE PUNCH. Your momma suspected that 
some boy might try to spike the punch, and she told the chaperone 
to keep a lookout. She was right; same deal here. Watch out that no 
narrow interest tries to rig the meeting or the system unfairly in favor 
of its company or its narrow interest; like a spiked punch at a Junior 
high party, it can only lead to trouble. (Also, don’t let anybody do the 
minutes on company stationery; it makes it look like their company  
was in charge, which is probably unfair.)

8.  APPEARANCES COUNT. Your momma knew that if you slipped off to 
the woods from the party, people would assume the worst, even if you 
only held hands. She was right. Pay attention to how things might look 
to somebody else. Some people always assume the worst, and start a 
bunch of gossip. Don’t be grist for the gossip. Make sure you behave 
and look like you are behaving. For instance, don’t sit in the corner 

whispering with your competitors, even about football or movies. (At 
this point in your life, it won’t be a gossip who will spread the scandal; 
it will be some lawyer trying to make you look bad to a jury, so he can 
personally make a lot of money. Strike a blow for liberty; behave and 
look like you behave and keep all the lawyers poor.)

9.  IF THE PARTY TURNS WILD, LEAVE. Your momma told you to leave if it 
got wild. She was right. If the other people at your meeting start talking 
about or doing bad stuff, get up and walkout. (It may be unpleasant 
then, but it beats going to jail or getting sued.)

10. CALL YOUR MOMMA IF YOU’RE NOT SURE. Your momma gave you a 
dime (or a quarter or a nickel, depending on how old you are) to call 
her if you needed advice or help. She was right; same deal here. If you 
can’t get your momma, call your lawyer.

Reprinted with permission of the author: David Bagwell, Point Clear, Alabama.

CONDUCT ON THE COURT

MOMMA’S TOURNAMENT RULES!
FULL COURT PRESS:
to keep other people from getting you and  
your outfit into antitrust trouble (read on...)

This checklist states ISRI policy to ensure compliance with antitrust laws 
and regulations during ISRI sponsored events—including meetings, 
roundtables, seminars, and social gatherings. The Federal antitrust laws 
prohibit combinations in restraint of trade that occur whenever competitors 
within a field of business exchange information that has the purpose or 
effect of fixing, raising, maintaining, or stabilizing prices (or otherwise 
limiting competition). Should such a conspiracy in restraint of trade be 
found to occur at an ISRI sponsored event, ISRI, its directors, its officers, 
and its participating members would be held liable for substantial damages 
(including treble damages). Thus, at ISRI sponsored events, members are 
urged to meet the following requirements:

1. Do not, in fact or appearance, discuss or exchange present or future  
price-related information, including1:  
• Individual company prices, price differentials, markups, discounts, 

credit terms, marketing strategies, etc.; 
• Individual company data on costs, production, capacity, inventories, 

sales, etc.; 
• Transportation rates (particularly contract rates) for individual 

shipments; 
• Company bids on contracts for particular materials, company 

procedures for responding to bid, etc.; and 
• Matters relating to actual or potential individual suppliers or 

customers that might have the effect of excluding them from any 
market or influencing the business conduct of firms toward them.  

2. In the event that any such improper discussion or exchange occurs at 
an ISRI sponsored event, ISRI and its participating members may be 
held personally liable for substantial damages if the association does 
not actively and aggressively police its ranks on this issue. ISRI thus 
requires all members to be sensitive to the risks of potential antitrust 
abuses where ISRI sponsored events are concerned. If you believe  
that illegal activities may be occurring, please advise ISRI Counsel or  
an ISRI staff member immediately.

3. Observe the direction of meeting chairmen, ISRI staff members, and 
Counsel at ISRI sponsored events to assure antitrust policy compliance.  

4. Remember that the conduct of each member at an ISRI event involves 
ISRI and its members and, if improper, implicates them. Therefore, each 
member has a responsibility to the Association, other members, and 
themselves. To eliminate potential problems, all ISRI sponsored events 
are held pursuant to an approved agenda which must be adhered to.  

ISRI sponsored events have always been valuable to its members and 
they will continue to be so. Your awareness of the need to observe ISRI’s 
antitrust policies is the best way to assure the continuing success of ISRI 
and its programs.
1  Although one can discuss historical pricing information, such as that published in the Wall 

Street Journal, American Metal Market, or other widely circulated publication available to 
all interested members of the industry (as well as possible entrants to the market), all other 
discussion of price related information should be discouraged, even historical pricing. This 
is because price fixing conspiracies are typically proven by circumstantial evidence and the 
possibility is strong that a particular statement may be misinterpreted at a meeting or poorly 
remembered by a fellow member, who may then relate his “best recollection” to a jury.

ANTITRUST ALLEY-OOP

1.0 PREAMBLE
The Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries (ISRI) represents both 
small and large scrap recycling businesses worldwide. ISRI members 
(Members) are critical partners in the manufacturing chain, unparalleled 
collaborators in the initiative towards sustainability, and economic drivers 
for local communities and the global economy. ISRI’s goal is to maintain 
an ethical, safe, professional, and environmentally responsible climate to 
assure continued public and business confidence in the scrap recycling 
industry. Therefore, ISRI recommends that members adopt this Code of 
Conduct (Code) to guide and govern their operations. The standards set 
forth in the Code are not new, but rather, they reflect the commitment to 
professionalism and community service to which ISRI Members have long 
adhered, and they serve as a renewed promise that ISRI Members will 
continue to embody these ideals as their leadership role in local and global 
commerce continues to grow. Ultimately, this Code is designed to assist 
Members in acting responsibly, ethically, and in a manner that fosters the 
highest level of professionalism in the provision of recycling services.

2.0 MEMBER VALUES
2.1 To Our Customers 

We value open, honest, and fair transactions, conducted by trained 
and knowledgeable staff who will ensure integrity, accuracy, and safety 
at our facilities.

2.2 To Our Employees 
We value a safe and healthy workplace, and equal opportunity for 
employment, development, and advancement for all employees.

2.3 To Government and Law Enforcement 
We value working with local, state, and federal law enforcement to 
ensure the safe and secure operation of our facilities, and to continuing 
to lead the effort to identify, report, and prevent materials theft.

2.4 To Our Communities 
We value our role as critical partners in finding sustainable economic 
and environmental solutions, to operating as good corporate citizens, 
and to supporting the social welfare and economic development of the 
communities in which we live and work.


